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Congratulations! 
Hello there!

If you’re reading this guide, I suspect that either you have a 
speech coming up OR you’re planning for the day when you do. 

Having the opportunity to give a speech is a great thing! It’s a 
moment when you get to share about something that you care 
about. I believe that your voice matters and when you speak 
before an audience, whether big or small, you have the 
opportunity to impact other people and make a difference in 
their lives. And, you never know how big a difference you can 
make!

Plus, that speech may also make a difference in your life! 
Therefore, doing the very best you can is a great goal! 

About the Guide

This guide is not intended to be exhaustive in its scope on the 
topic of speech writing because you truly could write many more 
pages than I have about it. But the guide can be a starting point 
for launching you forward. Or, maybe it will fill in some gaps 
about speech writing for you.

The guide includes a focus on what I call the “basic speech 
structure” and how you can use it to organize your content. While 
there are other speech structures, this one is very flexible and a 
great place to start. I still use this framework for most of the 
speeches I write because it is so flexible. 

Also included in the guide are a few suggestions for wording in 
case you need them to help get you moving. But feel free to get 
creative because there’s a ton of room for that in speech crafting!

Happy writing and speaking! YOUR VOICE MATTERS! Go use it!

Cheers,
Deanna
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Drafting a Speech
When you have a speech coming up, at some point you’re
going to have to decide what you’ll say. Waiting until you
have 26 eyeballs staring at you isn’t really the best time. Why?
Because you might leave out important content, ramble on
too long, or just freeze up!

To have a better chance of success, spend some time ahead
of time planning what you’ll say. In the end, you want to
deliver a well-written and well-organized speech. AND, your
audience wants that, too.

To create an organized speech, you need to structure it.

Why Structure Your Speech?

A structured speech helps you organize your material and
present it in an order that can help your audience follow your
train of thought and grasp your message.

A simple yet powerful structure to use is the basic speech
structure and the template in this guide is the perfect tool for
helping you put your speech together.

Together with this guide, the template will help you plan your
speech.

Structure helps 
both you and 

your audience!
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Note the time you have 
for your speech to 
determine how much 
content you can include. 
(for more about this, see 
page 6)

The template can be used for 
short or long speeches.

Use the template to 
brainstorm ideas for 
speech content OR….

You can put your finished 
speech in point form on this 
page and use it as a single 
page to practice your speech 
from or deliver it.

In these spaces,
write a brief note to 
capture your idea 
for each supporting 
point. (for more 
about of these, see 
pages 8-10)

Write on these lines 
what you want your 
audience to leave 
knowing after listening 
to you. Write your 
main message here. 
(for more about this, see 
page 6)

List the top points, 
reasons, examples, 
stories, or facts that 
support or explain 
your MAIN point. (for 
more about this, see 
page 8)

Take each supporting 
point from above and 
transfer it to its own 
place here. (for more 
about this, see page 8)

Here you bring it all 
together for your 
audience and lead 
them to your 
conclusion. (for more 
about this, see page 
12)

How to use the...… Template for the 
Basic Speech Structure*

Name of Supporting point #1

Name of Supporting point #2

Name of Supporting point #3

*A blank version of the 
template can be found 
at the end of this guide.
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Where do you start

It’s very important to determine your purpose (or main
message) for the presentation you’re preparing.

Ask yourself: what do I want the audience to know, think, feel,
or do after listening to me?

Then ask yourself, am I:

Educating?
Informing?
Persuading?
Motivating?

OR
Entertaining?

Or, some combination?

The answers to those questions will help
you determine how to move forward.

Time:  

A useful thing to consider is how much time you have to speak.
With that information, you can determine roughly how many
words you have to work with. Then you can divide up your
speech into its sub parts and determine approximately how
much time for your introduction, and the supporting material.
And, finally, how much you can say in your conclusion.

Note that the average rate that people speak is between 125 –
150 words per minute, though some cultures may speak more
slowly or more quickly.

How much content you can include depends

on how much time you have to speak.

6
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How to do.
..…

The introduction is where you bring your audience into what
you’re going to talk about. It's where you pique their interest.
You have to start somehow and getting your audience's
attention right away is super important!

You have options for how to start:

You can get right to the point and say:

"In my talk today, I'm going to address why we have this 
problem [name the problem] and what I think we should do 
about it."   

This is a perfectly fine way to start a speech. It lets the audience
know immediately what you're going to be talking to them
about.

The Introduction:

"Today, I'm going to share with you why I believe you should 
take up [name of hobby or whatever]."

OR

See
next page foralternative waysto begin!
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How to do.
..…

Alternatively, you could first state an interesting and relevant
statistic or quote about your topic and then continue as
mentioned on the previous page. This is known as a hook
because you are hooking the audience’s attention.

There are many ways you can get (or hook) your audience's
attention at the start of your speech.

After that opening hook, or the first sentence you wrote as on 
the previous page, you could say: 

The Introduction:
continued

"There are 3 main reasons why …….. . They are...." 

NOTE: Here in the introduction you only briefly name the
reasons. Don't go into any detail! Save that for the Body of your
speech. Just put single words or short phrases on the template
for each of the Supporting Points.

In the sections (paragraphs) that follow the introduction, you
explain or go into detail about your main supporting points.
This is where you support each of those main points that
support your overall speech message.

On the template in Body, indicate a little bit of detail about
each of your supporting points to capture your idea. If you were
going to share a statistic or fact to support your main message,
here is where you write it and an example, if you have one to
illustrate it. Or, you could explain why it's significant. Or, both.

If one of your main supporting points is a story, you would tell
the story at the spot you placed it in your structure.

The Body of your speech:

www.deannaford.ca
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How to do.
..…

If you share a statistic or fact that is not common knowledge,
be sure to cite where you got it from or someone could call
you on it and challenge you on whether it’s true or not.

If you only have a short amount of time, then you may only
have one sub-point to each of your main points.

If you have a lot of time to speak, you could include 2-3 sub-
points to support each main point. Or, if you’re telling a story,
you can go into more detail.

Be aware!
More doesn't always mean better! 

How much can you include in your speech?

Using Facts and Statistics

The use of stories in speeches has become quite popular and
for good reason! Humans are wired for story! Incorporating
one of your stories – assuming it’s relevant - in your speech
could help you make your point much more effectively.

Using Stories

www.deannaford.ca
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How to...…

When starting on a new speech, you might brainstorm many
ideas for supporting your main overarching message than
you’ll have time to include. You’ll have to pick the best ones to
present if you do.

Rule of 3

A big rule of thumb is the Rule of 3. Having just 3 main
supporting sections for your message is a strong way to go.
It’s generally better than 2 or 4. And, depending on how much
time you have, 3 may be all you can reasonably include and
be effective.

Why 3? Honestly, I don’t know. There’s just something about
it! And, it shows up all over the place in writing speeches. It’s
like 2 feels too few and 4 feels like too many. There’s just
something about humans and 3 of something. If you have 4
points that you believe must be included, is there any way to
work the 4th one into one of the others or leave it out? This is
a question I would ask. If you end up having to have 4 main
points, don’t worry, it’s not the end of the world.

One thing though, is that you want all your points covered in
the body of the speech. Don’t introduce anything new in the
conclusion. That’s not what it’s for.

Tip for drafting your speech:
The Rule of 3

Are you getting Deanna’s email tips and 

strategies? If not, be sure to sign up by clicking

HERE
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How to do.
..…

It's good to have a transition from one section to the next section
so it’s clear to the audience when you’re done with one point and
moving to your next. This will help them follow you and your train
of thought.

There are different ways to lead your audience from point to
point. For instance, you could say:

Transitions

"The next reason..." OR

"The second reason...."  OR

"This brings me to my next point."

OR, you could simply…

pause

between sections.

Some people worry that these may be too
obvious BUT you have to remember that
your audience gets only one chance to
hear you and what you’re saying. If they
can't follow you, everyone's time is
wasted. Being too clear is much better
than not.

Your audience gets 
only one chance to 
hear you and what 

you are saying!
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How to do.
..…

The conclusion is where you sum things up for your audience.
They've just heard a lot of information and briefly restating the
main points can be really helpful for them to remember what
you said.

Here you pull it all together for them and take them to the
conclusion you want them to draw.

The Conclusion

CTA or Call to Action

For most speeches it's good to remember to include a call to
action for your audience. Tell them what you want them to do.
Do this nicely, of course, but give them some action to take.

For instance,

"Please be sure to share this information with your 
colleagues and let's make a difference today!"

"Now that you know how important this is, I hope you'll 
clean your plastic waste before putting it in the recycle 
bin from now on."

“Please vote Yes for …..”

OR

OR

12
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Review, Edit and PracticeNow you...…

It’s time…. 

Go out and 
Command the Stage!

13

After you’ve filled in the template, use it to work on creating a
more detailed draft of your speech. Once that’s done, begin to
review it by saying it out loud. Make any changes that need to
be made and work on honing your delivery. Now…..

You can do this!

I hope this guide helps you with your next speech! The basic
speech structure covered in this guide is one of several ways
to structure a speech BUT is probably the most versatile! It’s
the one I use most often.

Speech crafting is a skill like any other and can be developed
with practice. The more speeches you write and deliver, the
better you’ll get at doing it. Getting guidance and feedback is
also super helpful and can speed up your progress!

Speech crafting is also something of an art and you can go
deep into it with strategies of all kinds! Keep on drafting and
crafting and watch your skill and confidence grow!

What’s next?

www.deannaford.ca
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COMMAND THE STAGE
A Speaker’s Guide to Using Notes Strategically

to Develop and Deliver Better Speeches

Command the Stage demystifies and clarifies all of the steps of
the speech development process so you are ready to walk on
stage and nail it! The book has a unique focus on your main tool
– your speech development notes – and how to use them
strategically throughout the entire process: from drafting to
practicing to presenting your speech! Includes strategies for
dealing with nerves and presenting with or without notes and
much more!

Command the Stage takes you from blank page to the stage! 

"What a great guide for speakers! Wish I would have had this 12 years ago when I
started pursuing the Toastmasters educational programs. I was a firm believer in
using notes but kept getting feedback not to use them. Who knows where I could
be now had I used this guide." ~ Brian Hinton, PMP, PE, Six Sigma Black Belt, DTM

"I started reading your book this afternoon and I didn't want to put it down! By the
end of the day I had my paper and pen in hand and I'm 'mapping' out my next
speech as I'm reading - it got me excited!" ~ Laurie Vance, MSW, RSW, Certified
Nature & Forest Therapy Guide

What People are Saying about COMMAND THE STAGE:

Get it on: 

To take it a little further, 
check out Deanna’s book!

DEANNA FORD
Author, Speaker, Coach, Musician

Deanna Ford has three decades of presentation
experience in front of hundreds of very diverse
audiences.

For more information, go to:  DeannaFord.ca
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 Supporting	Points	can	be:	
facts,	statistics,	stories,	or	testimonials 

Template for the 
Basic Speech Structure 

This outline can work for short or long speeches.  Use this to do your initial brainstorming for ideas. 

   Time allotted for speech:  _________    

        	
   Introduction  (Your MAIN point or message)    

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Supporting Point #1:_____________________________________________________ 

 Supporting Point #2:_____________________________________________________  

  Supporting Point #3:_____________________________________________________ 

 

   Body of the speech 
 Supporting Point #1  (Expand and explain this) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Supporting Point #2  (Expand and explain this) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Supporting Point #3  (Expand and explain this) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
   Conclusion (Sum up)  Review your supporting points from the Introduction and sum up 
   by reminding them of your MAIN point or message. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________  

 
COMMAND THE STAGE: A Speaker’s Guide to Using Notes Strategically to 

Develop and Deliver Better Speeches by Deanna Ford 
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